A RELIANCE ENTERTAINMENT & ROHIT SHETTY PRESENTATION, VISHWAROOP 2
TRAILER RECEIVES FABULOUS RESPONSE.
FILM RELEASES ON AUGUST 10, 2018
Mumbai 14th June, 2018: : Anil D. Ambani led Reliance Entertainment & Rohit Shetty
presentation, Vishwaroop 2 trailer has garnered incredible response since its launch.
Vishwaroop 2 slated to release on August 10, 2018 is headlined by Kamal Haasan.
After the huge success of Vishwaroop, Kamal Haasan is back with the much awaited
and larger than life sequel of the film, Vishwaroop 2. The film, directed and produced
by Kamal Haasan, is a bilingual and has been shot in Tamil and Hindi. It is also dubbed
in Telugu.
The trailer of the film is out now in all three languages and is gaining huge popularity.
Till date the trailer in all three languages have crossed 7.5 million views on YouTube
and Facebook. Aamir Khan extended his support to the film by digitally launching the
trailer of Vishwaroop 2 and congratulating the entire team and wishing them luck.
Various other Bollywood and trade personalities took to social media to extend their
support to the Kamal Haasan starrer film.
Trade analyst Taran Adarsh said “A Kamal Haasan film looked forward to”.
Actor Amit Sadh took to twitter “the trailer looks terrific, looking forward to watch it in
a theatre soon. Good Luck to the whole team!!”
Shruti Hassan commented “the trailer is exciting, action packed and layered.” And
Junior NTR complemented Kamal Haasan as “One Man Many Faces”

The trailer was picked up by major publications and media channels and received great
reviews. Some key reviews mentioned below:
Times of India “the Kamal Haasan starrer is everything we’ve been waiting for”,
DNA “Kamal Haasan determined to save the country from a terrorist attack in this spy
thriller”,
Mumbai Mirror “Kamal Haasan is back with another gritty, action-packed
performance”
Mid Day “Kamal Haasan film Vishwaroop 2 is worth the wait”
India TV News “Kamal Haasan as a RAW agent will explode your senses like never
before”,
Deccan Chronicle “Kamal Haasan returns with a solid action thriller”,
NDTV “Kamal Haasan’s film looks fantastic, take a bow”,
News 18 “Kamal Haasan returns as a deadly RAW agent”,
Times Now “Kamal Haasan is here to leave fans breathless”
Firstpost “Kamal Haasan plays many different roles in this high-octane action-thriller”
Pinkvilla “Kamal Haasan packs a punch in this action filled narrative”
Glamsham “Magnificent Kamal Haasan strikes back”
Zee News India “It will give you Goosebumps as it promises breath-taking stunt
sequences, jaw dropping special effects and spell-binding performances”

Vishwaroop 2 also stars Shekhar Kapur, Waheeda Rehman, Rahul Bose, Pooja Kumar,
Andrea Jeremiah, Jaideep Ahlawat, Nasser, Anant Mahadevan, Yusuf Hussain and
Rajendra Gupta.
Watch this high-energy, action thriller film on the big screens on August 10, 2018.

About Raajkamal Films International
Raajkamal Films International is an Indian film production and distribution company founded and headed by Mr
Kamal Haasan. “Raja Paarvai” (1981) was the first film to be produced by them under the banner RaajKamal Films
International, which was then called “Haasan Brothers”.
RKFI is prominent production house in India, which has done multiple language films across India. Many award
winning and pertinent films has been made under the banner over the years leading upto the soon to release
Vishwaroopam 2 / Vishwaroop 2.
The Production house has roped with multiple big stars across India like Sivaji Ganeshan, Shah Rukh Khan, Manisha
Koirala, Shekhar Kapoor, Rani Mukharjee for their various venture. RKFI’s next untitled project to be directed by
Rajesh M Selva starring Chiyaan Vikram & Akshara Haasan is under production currently.

About Reliance Entertainment
Reliance Entertainment is the media and entertainment arm of Reliance Group and is engaged in the creation and
distribution of content across film, television, digital and gaming platforms.
Internationally, Reliance Entertainment has partnered since 2009 with iconic film producer and director, Steven
Spielberg, in the formation of DreamWorks Studios, and thereafter, Amblin Partners.
This relationship has produced several highly successful films such as The Help, War Horse, Lincoln, The Hundred
Foot Journey, and The Girl on the Train, A Dog's Purpose, Bridge of Spies, and The Post.

About Rohit Shetty Picturez
Incorporated in 2016, Rohit Shetty Picturez is a joint venture with Reliance Entertainment & Film Director, Producer
and Television Personality Rohit Shetty. He is one of the most successful and sought-after film director in the
contemporary Indian film industry. Rohit has been the vision behind hugely successful film franchises like Golmaal &
Singham.
Rohit has many more blockbusters to his credit as compared to any other Indian filmmaker in recent times. As
director, Rohit currently has had the highest numbers of movies in the coveted 100 crs ($15 m) & 200 crs ($30 m)
Box Office Club.
The first film under the newly incorporated joint venture was the October 2017 release "Golmaal Again". The film
went to break multiple box office records and become one of the highest-grossing Indian films of all times.
In addition to Hindi films, Rohit Shetty Picturez has definitive roll out plans to address the digital content consuming
audience with original web series and cater to Rohit’s younger fans with animated content like “Little Singham”
debuting on Discovery Kids in April 2108.
Rohit’s next directorial project is a Ranveer Singh & Sara Ali Khan starrer titled “Simmba” slated to release in
December 2018.
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